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  This is a collection that has been 
requested since the inception of the 
Mix and Match Quilting line. The Mix 
and Match Quilts are so easy to make 
that everyone always asks “What 
about my other quilts and designs, 
how do I apply these techniques to 
them?” The answer is quite simple, 
the Foundations Collection! 

  What we have done is created a collection that consists of 
quilt blocks that easily merges with your existing designs 
and allows you to create beautiful quilts in your machine 
without using any software. You simply open the desired 
background block, merge your existing embroidery design 
and stitch the block! You will end up with a perfectly 
centered quilt block complete with your choice of many 
backgrounds and borders. This collection doesn’t just come 
with square blocks. There are 3 different sizes of squares, 
2 different rectangles, 2 different mitered corners and 2 
different triangles. With these combinations you can create 
hundreds of different quilts!
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Foundations + Baby Lullaby
NOTE: Foundations collection 

does not include the 
“other embroidery designs”. 

They are shown only as examples.

Examples of collection combinations.



Each Collection Includes

www.anitagoodesignonline.com
Each Collection Includes

File Formats - ART, PES, HUS, XXX JEF, EXP, DST, VIP, PXF
Tutorials, Re-sizeable Designs, Catalog and design Color Sheets

All designs pictured are not compatible with all sewing systems. Check 
your  hoop size before purchasing. Designs may be sewn and sold in  
limited quantities, see inside for details.

We refer  to each of the shapes by different names, Large Square, Medium Square, Small Square, Large 
Rectangle, Small Rectangle, Large Mitered Corner Small Mitered Corner, Large triangle and Small Triangle. 

Each shape comes in four sizes so that they are compatible with our other quilt collections.
For example the Large Square comes in an 8”, 7”, 6” and 5” versions. 

Seven different stitch types for each of the shapes. 
(All stitching created as a single ply running stitch)

Shapes:

Each “Quilt “ below was created using the “Foundations” blocks combined 
with “other embroidery design collections”. 
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